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‘In the artworld it has become cliché to claim that one should not be interested in the general public’
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ON VIEW
IN 1996, arguably one of the more insightful
contemporary theorists and critics of architecture
and design culture, Sanford Kwinter, condemned
the then-reigning ethos of ‘playboy architecture’,
a practice he viewed as being concerned with little
more than the production and glorification of form as
an end in itself.
Borrowing a label of derision from Sigfried
Gideon, Kwinter identified such ‘hunters of form’
as ‘young narcissists stricken with computer puppy
love’, but also as ‘the rodeo gang with big offices,
big personnel and military software… who favour
anything gymnastic that other, smaller operations
can’t manage’ and ‘the eight-dollar-word boys who
clearly know that bimbo structures are what’s really
turning heads these days.’
What Kwinter denounced was architecture
become image: the kind of design practice, and
practitioner, fuelled by the burgeoning digital
revolution and concerned with nothing so much
as the transmission of spectacular effects and ego.
Kwinter’s diagnosis of the ‘playboy’ ethos, however,
served only as a setup for the more timely revelation
of ‘a truism’ he claimed to be ‘so unsettling it has
taken a century to grasp: that form and architecture
as such is no longer interesting, indeed can no longer
make the slightest historical claim on our attention.
What is interesting today, and what matters’, Kwinter
declared, ‘is infrastructure’.
The infrastructure that Kwinter found so
interesting, of course, was something broader than
the roads, bridges and waterways normally denoted
by the word. No, infrastructure in this context,
according to Kwinter, is ‘a new, largely invisible
type of materiality’, one that is ‘big, ubiquitous and
foundational’. This infrastructure would designate
the systems, flows and forces that shape the
production, movement and accumulation of all kinds
of matter and energy. It is highways and flight paths,
yes; but it is also trade regulations, data networks
and environmental controls. If playboy architecture’s
medium is the sexed-up spectacle and the advertising
image, then infrastructure’s would be the multilayered
map and the annotated diagram.
Kwinter’s infrastructural revelation was
timely because 1996 also marked the founding of the
Harvard Graduate School of Design’s Project on the
City, the research-studio-cum-think-tank headed
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Eschewing an architecture of form for an
understanding of the underlying flows and
forces of urban existence, the Los Angelesbased architect lands in Rome to rethink the
business of… waiting

words

by Rem Koolhaas, which, in its first year, focused on
the rapid development and urbanisation of China’s
Pearl River Delta. It was Koolhaas’s contention
that what was happening in places like Shenzhen,
Hong Kong and Macau could not be understood in
the architectural terms with which the West had
become familiar; and so the Project on the City set
itself to mapping that ‘invisible type of materiality’
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generate the
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that was then fuelling southern China’s massive
transformation. For someone like Kwinter, the GSD’s
Project on the City was very interesting indeed.
If the Project on the City (POC) could itself
be said to have an infrastructure, then Jeffrey Inaba
would have been its master planner. As a faculty
member at the GSD and the POC’s coordinator from
1996 to 2004, Inaba was no doubt equally responsible
for the Project’s groundbreaking approach to thinking
about architecture, design and planning. Inaba also
coedited the tomes produced during the POC’s early
years of activity: The Great Leap Forward (Harvard
Graduate School of Design, 2002), which covered the
China adventure; and The Harvard Guide to Shopping
(Taschen, 2002), an impossibly dense accumulation
of images and text that addresses all of the ways in
which ‘shopping’ – seeking, browsing, acquiring – has
come to shape the landscape of everyday life.
More than being simply a supplement to
an already advanced design education, however,
the Project on the City offered an important new
precedent for what the practice and theory of
architecture could be. In the wake of the POC,
Inaba established C-Lab, the Columbia [University]
Laboratory for Architectural Broadcasting, a ‘think
and action tank’ geared towards ‘the development of
new forms of architectural communication’. In many
ways, Inaba’s C-Lab picked up where Koolhaas’s

Project on the City left off, by focusing on the
networks of agents and phenomena that generate the
discourses of architecture, design and planning. One
of C-Lab’s major areas of activity is the publication
of Volume, a co-venture with two other design think
tanks: Archis and AMO (the latter body, at which
Inaba served as a principal before establishing C-Lab,
is the everything-but-architecture arm of Koolhaas’s
Office of Metropolitan Architecture). Typical C-Lab
contributions to Volume include a spread on the
design and failure of ‘leaks’ at the geopolitical scale
(think Katrina, Chernobyl, the Exxon Valdez and
Bhopal), as well as an article on senior US diplomat
and former Assistant Secretary of State Richard
Holbrooke – the architect and designer, in a very
literal sense, of the Dayton Peace Accords.
As Inaba explains it, both C-Lab and, now,
INABA Projects (Inaba’s own LA-based architectural,
planning and research office) “undertake creative/
design projects that start from a very nascent idea that
then expands and becomes more manifold as a result
of the design – and not of the research – process”. In
this way, “content is generated from the design” itself,
rather than stemming solely from more academic
interests. “The design gets developed”, Inaba notes,
“and along the way, the project’s social consequences
can be explored, yielding a similar set of insights
about the context as might a research undertaking.”
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Two such design projects have landed within
more traditional arts institutions. Donor Hall (2007)
was installed at the New Museum in New York, and
served as a kind of hyperbolisation of every museum’s
common practice of honouring its benefactors,
covering the walls of the museum’s lower-level hallway
with a variety of bold graphics to map the networks of
influence and power-brokering that underlie much
high-level philanthropy. The other project, called
Trash (2007), formed part of the exhibition Worlds
Away: New Suburban Landscapes at the Walker Art
Center; here trash cans were redesigned in the style
of ‘import scene’ cars, with the aim of asking what
role design might play in the daily life cycle of the
suburban trash can, its contents and its handlers.
Inaba is currently engaged with a project in
Rome for Enel Contemporanea 2008 (an annual
Italian public-art programme, curated this year by
Francesco Bonami, with a particular focus on energy
– Enel is one of the world’s largest energy providers.
Here the ‘nascent idea’ is ‘waiting’. Inaba explains:
“Generally, the shorter and less often one waits,
the better one’s life is going… If we’ve got our act
together, supposedly with all the means available to
us, it is expected that we should be able to do more
and wait less. In that regard, waiting is getting to be
sort of embarrassing. Having to wait at the airport, in
a line, at a club or for a table, an order, a reply or on
the telephone – all mean that something went awry…
But on the other hand, it’s also the case that when
things are going well, you’re more patient. You’re
more inclined to be cool with it and not go nuts at the
first sign of an avoidable delay.”
INABA Projects has expanded this idea with
redesigns for a pair of waiting rooms for Rome’s
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Policlinico Umberto I, one of the city’s first largescale hospitals, built in the late nineteenth century.
(In 1891, the British Medical Journal stated that
the hospital was a ‘temple of medical science
which is worthy to stand as a symbol of scientific
progress among the architectural glories of the
Eternal City’. More recently, however, it has been
the subject of various public-health controversies.)
The waiting rooms have affectionately been dubbed
the ‘Mushroom’ and ‘Pac-Man’ – the latter space
contains photovoltaic cells in its ‘mouth’, which are
used to power the lighting and other equipment. The
idea behind the design, according to Inaba, is “to
create an environment to cope with our restlessness,
if not through easing the irritation of having to wait,
then at least through distraction from it”.
It’s worth noting that all of these ‘Broadcastings’
serve at once as interventions into the fields of art,
architecture and planning, as well as contributions
to a larger enterprise that we could (rather clumsily)
call ‘infrastructuralism’ – and yes, the echoes of
structuralism are intentional here. If that earlier
approach to the study of humanist disciplines was
meant to lay bare the systems of signification at
work within those disciplines’ organising narratives,
then infrastructuralism sets its sights on ‘exfoliating’
(a favoured term of Kwinter’s) the systems of
signification at work organising the very fabric of life
itself.

INABA Projects’s intervention at Policlinico Umberto
I, Rome, one of three projects in Enel Contemporaneo
2008, curated by Francesco Bonami, is on view from
13 November through 13 February
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